Poetry Down Ages M Zama
In his poem “Days of 1935,” James Merrill imagined that he had shared the fate of the Lindbergh baby, who was kidnapped in New Jersey in March 1932, when ...
Alfred Prufrock”’ at the impressionable age of 17 ... Elson’s poem brings into stark view the enormity of the universe and our relative place in it — right down to the very atoms of ...
Writer of wit and humours essays, poetry and children’s books in Kannada M.D. Gogeri died in Hubballi on Sunday. He was 81. He died of age-related ... he had settled down in Hubballi, after ...
‘We Must Be Light!’
Model Steamboat CAPE GIRARDEAU on Display
Poetry Down Ages M Zama
The festival returns May 13-16 with more than 50 events and will bring to light reflections on resilience and elegies that reckon with social injustice.
Massachusetts Poetry Festival Returns With A Through Line Of Resilience
In her teens, Heidi Seaborn was sure she would become a poet — but life got in the way. Forty years on, could she make her youthful dream a reality?
From business to poetry — a road less travelled
Paris Rosenthal and Holly Hatam are the author/illustrator team behind 'Dear Girl' (with Rosenthal's late mother, Amy Krouse Rosenthal), 'Dear Boy,' and 'Dear Baby'; their latest picture book, 'Dear ...
Q & A with Paris Rosenthal and Holly Hatam
In an exclusive extract from her new memoir, Sin

ad O’Connor reFLECTS ON HER family’S break-up, her time in a reformatory, and the moment she became afraid of the size of the sky I’m staring at the ...

Sin ad O’Connor on her teenage years: ‘I steal everything. I’m not a nice person. I’m trouble’
B rookline, M ass ... old age will come, and death, Indomitable. Nothing at all will work.5 Sometimes he has fun with the fact of his own mortality. In one of his “found single-line poems ...
Hello, Poetry, You ‘Lamenting Pleasure’
The model Steamboat CAPE GIRARDEAU is now on display at the Louisville Public Library KY The first Flourish Downtown Day Out on Saturday created a “place of connection” for community members and local ...
Model Steamboat CAPE GIRARDEAU on Display
In an age of rising seas and mass extinctions ... from an objective distance but from within its conditions and inside our bodies. We don’t look down on it; we look across it or around in it. As ...
Poetry in the Critical Zone
Filmmaker Lou Dematteis sheds light on poet Alejandro Murgu

a ...

‘Keeper of the Fire’ matches words with images
Some would have you believe jazz peaked as an art form in the late '50s and early '60s, but make no mistake: We're in the midst of another golden era of jazz.
The Curmudgeon: The Golden Age of Jazz Is Happening Right Now
Interview: Former cruiserweight and heavyweight champion speaks to The Independent about his experiences with online abuse and how it must be tackled ...
David Haye: ‘Some people don’t go for a jog or write a poem – their outlet is giving someone racist abuse’
One night in September, 1986, Yi Lei, then a thirty-five-year-old student at Peking University, sat down at her ... “With you, I’m freedom itself,” she wrote, in a later poem called ...
The Second Life of Yi Lei’s Poetry
Soon after Jenkins died on Dec. 14, 2017, at age 24 ... any poetry. As Byers read the words, she was moved by their honesty and her daughter’s peace with her diagnosis. Cause I’m yours ...
Poem by late Indiana woman is now a song on a gospel album
In his poem “Days of 1935,” James Merrill imagined that he had shared the fate of the Lindbergh baby, who was kidnapped in New Jersey in March 1932, when ...
‘We Must Be Light!’
An incoming first-year student at Stanford University has been named the new National Youth Poet Laureate. Alexandra Huynh, 18, is a second-generation Vietnamese American from ...
Alexandra Huynh, 18, is the new National Youth Poet Laureate
The trans woman’s account of her eventful adolescence in the 00s is black comedy from a fresh perspective ...
What It Feels Like for a Girl by Paris Lees review – ketamine-laced coming-of-age memoir
One section reads in its entirety: Now I want you to stay down ... t age as well. John Giorno, “A HURRICANE IN A DROP OF CUM” (2012), acrylic on canvas, 48 x 48 inches In the first poem ...
John Giorno’s Beautifully Disgruntled Poem-Paintings
Alfred Prufrock”’ at the impressionable age of 17 ... Elson’s poem brings into stark view the enormity of the universe and our relative place in it — right down to the very atoms of ...
Polygon’s favorite poems
Writer of wit and humours essays, poetry and children’s books in Kannada M.D. Gogeri died in Hubballi on Sunday. He was 81. He died of age-related ... he had settled down in Hubballi, after ...
Writer Gogeri passes away
I’m looking down at the ... my favorite poems. I know it’s not the same for everyone as they’re coming out, but gay bars — less so now, more so when I was coming of age — they were ...
Santa Ana poet talks about coming of age in his debut poetry book ‘Flower Grand First’
Former executive director Susannah Herbert stepped down last November ... case for the vital role that poetry plays in all our lives.” Bhadricha said: “I’m incredibly excited to be joining ...
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